
Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074

Agenda 

  Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group Board of Directors 
BOARD MEETING 

2-4:30pm, July 17, 2018, Left Hand Water District Office 
6800 Nimbus Road, Longmont, CO 80503 

Chris Smith 2:00 PM 

Chris Smith 2:05 PM 

Chris Smith 2:25 PM 

Jessie Olson 2:30 PM 

Yana Sorokin 2:35 PM 

Jessie Olson 3:00 PM 

Jessie Olson 3:15 PM 

Jessie Olson 4:00 PM 

Jessie Olson 4:10 PM 

Welcome and Introductions  

Public comments on items not on the agenda 

Approval of Minutes  

Monthly Financial Report  

LWOG Conceptual Model and Adaptive Management Plan 

Cross Watershed Partnership Update 

2018-2019 Work Plan Update 

Legacy Project Update 

Landowner survey  

Adjourn Chris Smith 4:30 PM 

NOTE: LWOG will make reasonable accommodation for individuals with known disabilities at meeting and events 
per our non-discrimination notice. Visitors needing accommodation are encouraged to contact any staff member 
to request such accommodation 48 hours in advance of such event.  
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07/12/2018 

To: Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group (LWOG) Board of Directors 

From: Jessie Olson, LWOG Executive Director 

RE: July board meeting agenda items 

The purpose of this memo is to provide the LWOG BOD with an update on BOD agenda items in order to 
better inform and prepare the LWOG BOD for the upcoming board meeting. This memo follows items listed 
on the agenda for the upcoming 07/17/2018 meeting and includes other information-only items. 

Meeting Minutes 

Draft meeting minutes from June are attached (attachment 1) for review and approval. 

Approval of Financial Statement 

A vote is needed to accept the profit and loss statement from June (attachment 2). 

Board Schedule 

As grant funding is becoming more project specific and board action items are less frequent, I would like to 
discuss moving to a bi-monthly meeting cycle.  

Citizen Science and Outreach Program (CDBG-DR Planning Grant) 
At the board meeting, Yana will give a presentation giving an overview of our new adaptive management 
guide and framework (attachment 3).  

• We finished our adaptive management plan guide, monitoring and assessment framework, and are
working on finalizing our field collection data forms. We met with the other coalitions and Boulder 
and Larimer County this month to discuss ways of partnering in data collection and stewardship.  

• We have a field day scheduled to pilot test our protocols in mid-August. We discussed the desire to
also share staff and expertise by utilizing staff from multiple watersheds to accomplish the data 
collection this year. We also discussed the idea of having a “bio-geo blitz” next year, which all 
coalitions would partner.   

• This next month or two, we will begin work procuring a team to develop a website and tools for the
stewardship handbook and adaptive management plan. 

63rd Street Extension 

We are in the final stages of our project, with revegetation finishing up next week and a post-project 
celebration planned on July 20th. All board members are welcome to attend.  

EWP/DOLA Plains and Foothillls Projects 

• Aloterra is finishing up revegetation and irrigation installation at 41st and weeding at other project sites.
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• Meg is starting a Left Hand Stewards work day to get people involved in weed control and monitoring 
this summer.  

• We will be visiting project sites with our design engineers next week to get feedback on site conditions, 
our monitoring forms and monitoring procedures.  

• Our DOLA grant expires on this project and we are completing final DOLA compliance monitoring next 
week. We will be able to pay final retainage for our contractor’s retention upon closing out the grant. As 
previously mentioned the CWCB/EWP portion of the project and funding have already closed out. 

• We’ve complied all raw results from the landowner survey and have distilled the information down 
further in a summary document (attachment 4). We will discuss the results at the board meeting. We 
will also ask landowners at 63rd to fill out a similar survey.  

 
St. Vrain & Left Hand Stream Management Plan 

Official word should be announced soon regarding the winning team for the St. Vrain Left Hand Stream 
Management Plan. LWOG was a partner on both of the finalist teams.  
 
DOLA CDBG-DR Legacy Projects 

We received 8 proposals for the Legacy project (design-build in Left Hand Canyon) and the committee is in 
the process of reviewing the proposals. We will provide an update on the process at the meeting. It may also 
be necessary to have an inter-session meeting in late July or early August to vote to select the contractor as 
interviews may be necessary.  

 
Cross Watershed Partnership 

Discussions with Fourmile regarding potential organizational partnership have continued. I will provide an 
update on next steps at the board meeting.  
 

Update on Fundraising and Outreach  
• We attended the Niwot Rock and Rails in July to outreach to the Niwot community.  
• Update on our grant applications for the Fish passage feasibility study and education initiative:  

o The South Platte Basin Round Table approved funding for our Water Supply Reserve Fund 
grant application this month for the fish passage study and education program. They’ve 
asked us to also apply to state BRT funds so that the cost can be split between the state 
and local BRT funds. Applications for the state BRT are due in August.  

o We are submitted the TU Embrace a Stream grant this month.  
o We are still waiting to hear about the Heathy Rivers Grant application and should be 

notified on this in July.  
• Upcoming grant applications in the next month include Patagonia, Boulder Community 

Foundation, and TU Embrace a stream.  
• We will also re-focus efforts to continue fundraising within the corporate community and soliciting 

individual donations. Next month, we will discuss fundraising targets for 2018.  
• The draft 18-month work plan is attached (attachment 5) and we will discuss at the board meeting. 

Jessie, Chris and Jim Bryant met this past month to discuss the development of a business plan, 
Jessie will work with Jim to further pursue this idea and formulate an outline.  
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Attachments: 
1. BOD meeting minutes 
2. Financial Reports 
3. AMF Guide 
4. Landowner survey 
5. Draft 18 Month Workplan 
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Attachment 1 
BOD meeting minutes 
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Board Meeting Minutes 6/19/2018 
 
Attendees 
 
Chris Smith (with proxy for Kathy Peterson) 
Sean Cronin 
Ken Lenacic 
Monica Bortolini 
Julie McKay 
Sue Schauffler 
Jessie Olson 
Maya (4 mile) 
Mark Schueneman 
Jim Bryant 
Julie Trumpler (LHWD board)  
Daniel Bowker (forester for the Longmont and Boulder Valley Conservation Districts) 
Rick Kauvar  
Gabe Tuerk 
Meg Parker 
 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
Chris S called the meeting to order at 2:05, and led a round of introductions. 
 
Public comments on items not on the agenda  
 
None 
 
Presentation of NRCS EQIP cost share program for forest stand improvement - Daniel Bowker  
 
Front range CO concerns, wildfires. We are in a bad fire season. It’s felt like 2012. He was 
brought on board to get a fire program with the NRCS. Cost share programs with the county. 
Forest fire mitigation projects, center pivots, etc. he has a year to make the case to Boulder 
County to get them to move from small landowner projects to a larger scale more landscape 
scale treatments. Identify neighborhood associations, and larger groups to do projects. With 
that you get into economies of scale. Showed photos from NPR piece. A lot of research post 
European settlement – results of frequent low intensity fire (every 5-10 years).  
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Sue question – how much of the stuff was cut down from Europeans versus through fire 
suppression. The same conditions were open during the time of exploration. Open stand 
condition. Ponderosa pines with fire scars on multiple occasions of low intensity fire. Low 
intensity if there are more open (with open stand). Increase density of pines, increase the 
possibility of ground fires not low intensity fires. Photos from general technical report from 
Rocky Mountain Research Station. Generally, the past was a lot more open than it is today.  
Sean asked about pilot programs happening in Arkansas – USFS advocating better management 
of fires. Question, Is the USFS moving back to management? Yes, there is a lot of new 
techniques, we’re moving away from Smokey the bear fire suppression. Not doing those block 
clear cuts like they used to do. Bring us back to a state where could have a low intensity fire 
move through.  
Too dense forest – mountain pine beetle. Forests that are too dense and too thick are breeding 
grounds for insects and fire. Fourmile fire was 6,000 acres but if we saw an 80,000 acre fire it 
would be devastating. Several years of below normal precipitation was can’t expect fewer fires. 
What we would like to do, not enable the crown fire. 13 acres after Hayman fire it is still very 
devastated.  
Gabe question - At what scale is the management recommended? Does it have to be forest 
level management plan or can it be more like adopt a trail? “Random acts of conservation 
work” but we need more of a directed effort. 3-5 mile gap between the urban/forest interface 
is desired, we are looking for that interface. Wildfire Partners in Boulder County does good 
things for saving homes but not the landscape. It needs to be on a landscape scale.  
Challenge in Boulder County – because land ownership is all over the place. Larger ownerships 
are in tiny pieces. NRCS conservation districts have had a challenge because you need to work 
across borders. They are looking for landowner groups, watershed groups where they can treat 
landscape size treatments.  
Jim – when you say landscape scale, what do you mean? Hundreds of acres at a time, 
thousands are better. If we could write a management plan for a whole community under one 
contractor, it would be better. 
Sean - Is there a market for the product? Pines here don’t pay its way out of the woods. This is a 
main challenge. Morgan timber in Ft. Collins – when they can get larger products they can find 
ways to market poles and posts and chips. In Colorado we important 90% of our wood 
products. We need to find ways to utilize this stuff, and we can with economies of our scale.  
NRCS and the conservation districts (he works for the CD but they work with NRCS) – right now 
they have 163 acres (12 contracts), hoping to have more contracts in the Zones of Concerns. 
They need more contracts. If they are doing forest management, they are paying the full cost. 
There is a huge need for larger products to treat the resource concern. There is a potential for 
outside grant funding, they can match EQIP funds.  
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Jessie – the contacts are directly with the landowner groups? In BOCO landowners sign the 
contact with EQIP and the landowners agree to do the work. The contract they are signing is for 
reimbursement of the cost.  
Rick- do the insurance companies incentivize this? Yes, they do certain risk ratings.  
Dan went over how the EQIP Process works. Reiterated that no landowners are going to make 
money off this program. Dan went over what forest treatment looks like.  
EQIP is all private landowners. Treatment maintenance needs to happen every 10-15 years 
whether mechanically or with prescribed burns  
 
Approval of Minutes  
 
Ken moved, Monica seconded, to approve the minutes from the May meeting. Motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
Monthly Financial Report  
 
Jessie reported that notable revenue source was from the Gates Family Foundation $42,500. 
They’ve paid for everything in advance of the work. 
3 reaches- we are submitting an invoice currently. Same for 63rd Street, we’re well into the 
construction phase. Capacity grant – we are waiting on reimbursement. Grant closes out at the 
end of this month. Stewardship Grant – handbook and citizen science phase 2 is wrapping up, 
we have the extension through March to match the Gates Family Foundation grant for tools 
and website. CWCB – fundraising portion of our salary, we have been up to date. We got 
revenue from SVLHWD and LHDC. And BOCO is working on getting us money. Monitoring and 
Stewardship have a balance of $52,000. Sean asked on the CWCB (page 22) that’s the 10% for 
fundraising, how well has that worked? Jessie said it’s been excellent. Is 10% enough? No but it 
is adequate. Motion to accept May financials. Sue moved, Monica seconded, to accept the 
financial reports.  Motion carried unanimously. 
 
Fourmile/Lefthand Partnership Discussion 
 
Jessie wants to check in about Maya and her discussion about what a partnership would look 
like. We have a need to build and grow our watershed science program and could offer services 
on a fee-for-service basis and/or work across watersheds. We need to see if the tools we are 
developing are transferable. Maya has amazing outreach and education skills; she has built a 
volunteer program. We could have a single watershed educator across watersheds to share 
expertise and costs. Operating costs are also pretty significant – Audit, bookkeeper, etc. to be 
able to share those operational costs would be significant. She discussed four potential ways to 
share expertise across the watersheds.  
Chris – Fourmile might not exist post March 2019 because of DOLA contracting. Fourmile is 
looking to expand to Boulder Creek because they are too small currently. There is energy and 
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momentum in the Boulder Creek Watershed. Some of Boulder Creek is in the Urban Drainage. 
We don’t want the presence of Left Hand to be diluted but Chris is on board.  
Gabe – would be interesting to see restoration needs in Boulder Creek because it would be 
different than Left Hand. He doesn’t want to impact the fishery. We don’t know what has 
happened in Boulder Creek. We need to reach out to all the stakeholders and see what they 
want.  
Sue thinks it’s a good idea to continue with the discussion. Explore what the options are. Not 
sure what the end result will be and whether it will ultimately make sense for Fourmile to join 
LWOG or for LWOG to join a new Boulder Creek watershed group.  
Jessie says we shouldn’t worry about an organizational name change at this stage, this is a pilot.  
Monica – for grant writing is it doable to share? Yes, applying for grants together saying we are 
already partners will be more powerful.  
Sean – all for growing LWOG. Cautioned that there is an extra energy of politics around Boulder 
Creek. There could be greater connection for St. Vrain Creek and should be considered. The 
Boulder Creek politics might be too much? Denver Water would be part of the equation.  
Ken- what is in it for Fourmile? Maya – we’ve maxed out stream restoration. It isn’t fiscally 
sustainable as an organization. It would take all the education and skills as a staff they would 
still be able to offer that to their neighbors. She wants to monitor the projects completed. It 
would be beneficial to the greater watershed.  
Monica mentioned partnering with St. Vrain may be a better option than Boulder from the City 
of Longmont’s perspective.    
Chris, we need to look at where we can do the greatest good. We can’t accomplish things that 
would benefit the whole area, once the grants are gone, the money is gone. 
The board suggested to come back with more details on the pilot, while also looking for 
opportunities for partnership at the St. Vrain too, and then come back to the board.  
 
DOLA close out and Policy discussion 
 
Jessie has been working with lawyer to bring memos to file regarding sam.gov checks and 
contracts for professional services using our Capacity grant funding. One change to our policy – 
when a formal contract is required for professional services. Anything that is an ongoing service 
needs a contract. The board discussed the two options provided by the lawyer. Consistency 
versus flexibility. The board voted to approve the second option – Services greater than $1,000 
and those that continue longer than a month would require a contract. Ken moved. Mark 
seconded. Unanimously approved.  
 
EWP/DOLA Stewardship/Adaptive Management Update 
 
Weed control is taking place at some of our project sites this summer. The cost is under 
$15,000 threshold and we got cost estimates from multiple sources. We are going to work with 
AloTerra. Starting up some site monitoring once we finalize our protocols.  
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Legacy Project Update  
 
Pre-bid meeting today and proposals are due July 10.  

Fundraising Update 

We heard back from the South Platte Basin Roundtable the committee is recommending 
funding and they have asked us to revise that to be a $25,000 request and then request 
$25,000 from the state. SVLHWCD voted to contribute $5,000 to the fish passage study.  

Stream Management Plan 

2 proposals to be interviewed. LWOG doesn’t know if we are on all four proposals.  

Adjournment 

The regular meeting was adjourned at 4:37 pm.  
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Attachment 2 
Financial Report 
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 10:46 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CDBG 3 Reaches

 February 2017 through July 2018

Jun 18 Feb '17 - Jul 18 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue CDBG-DR Grants

Rev 3 Reachs 2017-106

Rev Plains Reaches A&E 6,608.59 297,052.11 0.00 100.0%

Rev Plains Reaches Water Imp 393,787.92 0.00 100.0%

Rev Stream / Ranch  A&E 214,535.60 0.00 100.0%

Rev Stream / Ranch Water imp 862,181.14 0.00 100.0%

Rev Upper LH A&E 61,386.89 0.00 100.0%

Rev Upper LH Water Imp 53,704.96 0.00 100.0%

Rev 3 Reachs 2017-106 - Other 0.00 1,976,615.00 0.0%

Total Rev 3 Reachs 2017-106 6,608.59 1,882,648.62 1,976,615.00 95.25%

Total Revenue CDBG-DR Grants 6,608.59 1,882,648.62 1,976,615.00 95.25%

Total Income 6,608.59 1,882,648.62 1,976,615.00 95.25%

Gross Profit 6,608.59 1,882,648.62 1,976,615.00 95.25%

Expense

Exp - CDBG 3 Reaches 2017-106

Exp Plains Reaches  A&E

A&E Construction Oversight 296,605.13 346,829.37 85.52%

A&E Other 6,608.59 34,769.30 0.00 100.0%

Exp Plains Reaches  A&E - Other 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total Exp Plains Reaches  A&E 6,608.59 331,374.43 346,829.37 95.54%

Exp Plains Reaches Watershd Imp

Exp 41st Street Water Implement 96,629.59

Exp 63rd Street Water Implement 136,200.32

Exp 73rd Street Water Implement 14,176.65

Exp 81st Street Water Implement 73,421.44

Exp Haystack Water Implement 2,899.87

Exp Plains Reaches Watershd Imp - Other 0.00 366,104.81 0.0%

Total Exp Plains Reaches Watershd Imp 323,327.87 366,104.81 88.32%

Exp Streamcrest / Ranch  A&E

A&E Construction Oversight 296,743.09 332,590.63 89.22%

A&E Other 26,976.57 0.00 100.0%

Exp Streamcrest / Ranch  A&E - Other 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total Exp Streamcrest / Ranch  A&E 323,719.66 332,590.63 97.33%

Exp Streamcrest/Ranch Water Imp

Watershed Implementation 507,747.22 0.00 100.0%

Watershed Implementation Other 281,335.34 0.00 100.0%

Exp Streamcrest/Ranch Water Imp - Other 0.00 809,107.19 0.0%

Total Exp Streamcrest/Ranch Water Imp 789,082.56 809,107.19 97.53%

Exp Upper LH  A&E

A& E Construction Oversight 49,214.27 61,983.00 79.4%

A&E Other 12,224.87 0.00 100.0%
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 10:46 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CDBG 3 Reaches

 February 2017 through July 2018

Jun 18 Feb '17 - Jul 18 Budget % of Budget

Total Exp Upper LH  A&E 61,439.14 61,983.00 99.12%

Exp Upper LH Watershed Imp 53,704.96 60,000.00 89.51%

Exp - CDBG 3 Reaches 2017-106 - Other 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total Exp - CDBG 3 Reaches 2017-106 6,608.59 1,882,648.62 1,976,615.00 95.25%

Total Expense 6,608.59 1,882,648.62 1,976,615.00 95.25%

Net Ordinary Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Net Income
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 10:56 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CDBG  63rd Street

 August 2017 through July 2018

Aug '17 - Jul 18 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue CDBG-DR Grants

Rev CDBG 63rd St 2017-107 331,716.14 450,000.00 73.72%

Total Revenue CDBG-DR Grants 331,716.14 450,000.00 73.72%

Total Income 331,716.14 450,000.00 73.72%

Gross Profit 331,716.14 450,000.00 73.72%

Expense

Exp - CDBG 63rd St 2017-107

Architechural/Engineering 113,383.09 117,000.00 96.91%

Watershed Implementation 218,333.05 333,000.00 65.57%

Total Exp - CDBG 63rd St 2017-107 331,716.14 450,000.00 73.72%

Total Expense 331,716.14 450,000.00 73.72%

Net Ordinary Income 0.00 0.00 0.0%
Net Income 0.00 0.00 0.0%
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 10:10 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CDBG-CAP

 July 2015 through June 2018

Jun 18 Jul '15 - Jun 18 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue CDBG-DR Grants

Rev CDBG-DR CAP 2015-007 19,345.69 515,363.23 515,454.00 99.98%

Total Revenue CDBG-DR Grants 19,345.69 515,363.23 515,454.00 99.98%

Total Income 19,345.69 515,363.23 515,454.00 99.98%

Gross Profit 19,345.69 515,363.23 515,454.00 99.98%

Expense

Exp - CDBG-DR CAP 2015-007

CDBG-DR Operations/Program Exp

Audit / Tax Prep 0.00 26,979.33 29,500.00 91.46%

Bookkeeper 1,835.53 35,798.00 28,000.00 127.85%

Computer / Supplies 58.00 12,708.61 10,000.00 127.09%

Insurance 1,901.00 6,368.00 6,152.20 103.51%

Mileage / Parking 326.52 5,876.64 9,000.00 65.3%

Misc Supplies & Services 907.47 26,219.68 5,248.00 499.61%

Outreach Materials 0.00 315.00 1,500.00 21.0%

Outside Contract Services 352.00 5,603.75 5,000.00 112.08%

Postage / Shipping 7.25 555.30 1,050.00 52.89%

Printing / Copying 1,923.86 3,762.86 2,500.00 150.51%

Software 0.00 2,323.23 2,500.00 92.93%

Telephone 107.30 5,790.48 5,900.00 98.14%

Training / Conferences 0.00 1,465.00 7,100.00 20.63%

Volunteer Event Materials 109.75 702.83 3,950.00 17.79%

Volunteer Materials 30.00 1,135.64

Website 0.00 1,891.20 4,000.00 47.28%

CDBG-DR Operations/Program Exp - Other 0.00 0.00 4,986.78 0.0%

Total CDBG-DR Operations/Program Exp 7,558.68 137,495.55 126,386.98 16.28

CDBG-DR Personnel Exp

CDBG-DR Personnel Exp - Other 0.00 0.00 18,655.42 0.0%

Insurance - Short Term 70.65 1,413.00 1,697.80 83.23%

Payroll ER Taxes 691.10 24,531.35 25,600.00 95.83%

Payroll IRA Company Match 271.01 8,299.56 9,000.00 92.22%

Salary  Executive Direct 3,456.25 213,387.50 204,060.80 104.57%

Salary Outreach Coordinator 1,908.00 19,071.00 19,053.00 100.09%

Salary Project Manager 3,669.42 88,211.89 87,000.00 101.39%

Salary Watershed Scientist 0.00 23,813.80 24,000.00 99.22%

Total CDBG-DR Personnel Exp 10,066.43 378,728.10 389,067.02 97.34%

Total Exp - CDBG-DR CAP 2015-007 17,625.11 516,223.65 515,454.00 100.15%

Total Expense 17,625.11 516,223.65 515,454.00 100.15%

Net Ordinary Income 1,720.58 -860.42 0.00 100.0%
Net Income 1,720.58 -860.42 0.00 100.0%
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 11:05 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CDBG Hinman

 January 2018 through January 2019

Jan '18 - Jan 19 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue CDBG-DR Grants

Rev CDBG Hinman Ditch 2018-104 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Total Revenue CDBG-DR Grants 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Total Income 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Gross Profit 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Expense

Exp - CDBG Hinman Ditch 18-104

Watershed Implementation 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Total Exp - CDBG Hinman Ditch 18-104 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Total Expense 4,690.00 5,250.00 89.33%

Net Ordinary Income 0.00 0.00 0.0%
Net Income 0.00 0.00 0.0%
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 11:26 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CDBG Stewardship

 August 1, 2016 through March 29, 2019

Jun 18 Aug 1, '16 - Mar 29, 19 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue CDBG-DR Grants

Rev Stewardship 2016-015 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Total Revenue CDBG-DR Grants 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Total Income 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Gross Profit 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Expense

Exp - CDBG Stewardship2016-015

Project 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Exp - CDBG Stewardship2016-015 - Other 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total Exp - CDBG Stewardship2016-015 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Total Expense 3,705.50 246,329.12 246,500.00 99.93%

Net Ordinary Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%
Net Income 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%
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 11:15 AM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 CWCB

 July 2, 2015 through December 31, 2018

Jun 18 Jul 2, '15 - Dec 31, 18 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue CWCB Fund 2016-0237 19,644.79 20,127.80 97.6%

Revenue CWCB Fund 2017-843 1,576.91 19,788.13 28,811.00 68.68%

Total Income 1,576.91 39,432.92 48,938.80 80.58%

Gross Profit 1,576.91 39,432.92 48,938.80 80.58%

Expense

Exp - CWCB Fndrsng  2016-0237

Fundraising Assistant 0.00 1,250.00 0.0%

Payroll ER Taxes 1,361.91 521.00 261.4%

Payroll Executive Direct Salary 12,683.34 1,975.02 642.19%

Payroll IRA Company Match 479.75 97.50 492.05%

Project Manager Salary 5,119.60 1,375.02 372.33%

Exp - CWCB Fndrsng  2016-0237 - Other 0.00 14,909.26 0.0%

Total Exp - CWCB Fndrsng  2016-0237 19,644.60 20,127.80 97.6%

Exp - CWCB Fndrsng 2017-843

Executive Direct Salary 691.25 10,972.47 15,119.97 72.57%

Fundraising Assistant 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Misc. Expenses 0.00 278.00 2,778.00 10.01%

Payroll ER Taxes 109.02 1,352.66 1,027.76 131.61%

Payroll IRA Company Match 42.76 477.16 260.25 183.35%

Project Manager Salary 733.88 6,707.85 9,625.02 69.69%

Total Exp - CWCB Fndrsng 2017-843 1,576.91 19,788.14 28,811.00 68.68%

Total Expense 1,576.91 39,432.74 48,938.80 80.58%

Net Ordinary Income 0.00 0.18 0.00 100.0%
Net Income 0.00 0.18 0.00 100.0%
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 12:30 PM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
LWOG

 January through December 2018

Jun 18 Jan - Dec 18 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue Fish Passage (Indivi) 0.00 4,981.13

Revenue LWOG 2016-001

BoCo 0.00 0.00 3,000.00 0.0%

City of Longmont 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 0.0%

Left Hand Ditch Company 0.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 100.0%

Northern Water 0.00 0.00 500.00 0.0%

Rev Left Hand Water Dist 0.00 20,000.00 20,000.00 100.0%

Rev Monitoring for DRMS 0.00 4,999.71 5,000.00 99.99%

Rev SVLHWCD 0.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 100.0%

Total Revenue LWOG 2016-001 0.00 32,499.71 38,500.00 84.42%

Revenue LWOG General Fund

Invdividuals / Corporations 0.00 228.33

Revenue LWOG General Fund - Other 0.00 0.00 30,000.00 0.0%

Total Revenue LWOG General Fund 0.00 228.33 30,000.00 0.76%

Total Income 0.00 37,709.17 68,500.00 55.05%

Gross Profit 0.00 37,709.17 68,500.00 55.05%

Expense

Exp - LWOG 2016-001

LWOG Operation/Program Exp

Audit / Tax Prep 0.00 0.00 2,500.00 0.0%

Bank Fee 11.50 139.00

Bookkeeping 0.00 0.00 7,000.00 0.0%

Field Supply 0.00 0.00 500.00 0.0%

Fundraising 0.00 530.83

Insurance 7.85 47.10 1,000.00 4.71%

Legal 0.00 0.00 3,000.00 0.0%

Licenses 0.00 10.00

Meeting Materials & Supplies 351.91 382.75 750.00 51.03%

Mileage 0.00 0.00 1,400.00 0.0%

Misc Supplies & Services 388.64 2,200.87 1,000.00 220.09%

Outreach Materials 0.00 30.00

Outside Contract Services 0.00 230.00

Postage / Shipping 0.00 102.00 450.00 22.67%

Printing / Copying 0.00 0.00 500.00 0.0%

Software 200.00 499.64 500.00 99.93%

Telephone 0.00 0.00 600.00 0.0%

Training / Conferences 0.00 100.00 1,000.00 10.0%

Volunteer Event Materials 0.00 0.00 200.00 0.0%

Water Quality Monitoring 103.24 3,159.02

Website 0.00 0.00 300.00 0.0%

Total LWOG Operation/Program Exp 1,063.14 7,431.21 20,700.00 35.9%

LWOG Personnel Exp
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 12:30 PM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
LWOG

 January through December 2018

Jun 18 Jan - Dec 18 Budget % of Budget

Payroll ER Taxes 158.34 775.76 6,760.00 11.48%

Payroll IRA Company Match 2.83 12.93

Salary Executive Director 0.00 0.00 10,000.00 0.0%

Salary Outreach Coordinator 0.00 0.00 5,000.00 0.0%

Salary Project Manager 0.00 0.00 6,000.00 0.0%

Salary Watershed Scientist 0.00 0.00 20,000.00 0.0%

Total LWOG Personnel Exp 161.17 788.69 47,760.00 1.65%

Total Exp - LWOG 2016-001 1,224.31 8,219.90 68,460.00 12.01%

Total Expense 1,224.31 8,219.90 68,460.00 12.01%

Net Ordinary Income -1,224.31 29,489.27 40.00 73,723.18%
Net Income -1,224.31 29,489.27 40.00 73,723.18%
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 12:39 PM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 Monitoring

 January 2017 through December 2018

Jan '17 - Dec 18 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue LeftHand Metels Monitor 2,847.34 7,871.00 36.18%

Revenue Lower Creek Monitoring 5,791.26

Total Income 8,638.60 7,871.00 109.75%

Gross Profit 8,638.60 7,871.00 109.75%

Expense

Left Hand Metels Monitoring

Labor 694.31 4,343.00 15.99%

Mileage 69.09 45.88 150.59%

Supplies 1,652.45 3,482.12 47.46%

Left Hand Metels Monitoring - Other 0.00 0.00 0.0%

Total Left Hand Metels Monitoring 2,415.85 7,871.00 30.69%

Lower Creek Monitoring Expenses

Labor 3,657.88

Material 823.16

Mileage 11.23

Total Lower Creek Monitoring Expenses 4,492.27

Total Expense 6,908.12 7,871.00 87.77%

Net Ordinary Income 1,730.48 0.00 100.0%
Net Income 1,730.48 0.00 100.0%
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 12:42 PM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 Stewardship / M&M

 January 2016 through December 2022

Jun 18 Jan '16 - Dec 22 Budget % of Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income

Revenue Stewardship  / M&M Fund

Corporations 22,118.00

Foundations 10,000.00

Invdividuals 20,354.87

Partners 2,500.00

Revenue Stewardship  / M&M Fund - Other 0.00 35,000.00 0.0%

Total Revenue Stewardship  / M&M Fund 0.00 54,972.87 35,000.00 157.07%

Total Income 0.00 54,972.87 35,000.00 157.07%

Gross Profit 0.00 54,972.87 35,000.00 157.07%

Expense

Exp - Stewardship / M& M Fund

Legacy Expenses

Task 1 Adaptive Management

1.2 Field Work 0.00 0.00 35,018.00 0.0%

1.3 Reporting & Analysis 0.00 0.00 15,450.00 0.0%

Total Task 1 Adaptive Management 0.00 0.00 50,468.00 0.0%

Task 2 Stewardship

2.1 Vegetation Maintainance 0.00 0.00 13,750.00 0.0%

Total Task 2 Stewardship 0.00 0.00 13,750.00 0.0%

Total Legacy Expenses 0.00 0.00 64,218.00 0.0%

Steward / M & M Personnel Exp

IRA - Company Match 0.00 47.24

Payroll ERTaxes 14.93 223.16

Salary Watershed Scientist 38.05 2,912.03

Steward / M & M Personnel Exp - Other 496.00 0.00 10,000.00 0.0%

Total Steward / M & M Personnel Exp 548.98 3,182.43 10,000.00 31.82%

Total Exp - Stewardship / M& M Fund 548.98 3,182.43 74,218.00 4.29%

Total Expense 548.98 3,182.43 74,218.00 4.29%

Net Ordinary Income -548.98 51,790.44 -39,218.00 -132.06%
Net Income -548.98 51,790.44 -39,218.00 -132.06%
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 1:32 PM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 Balance Sheet
 As of June 30, 2018

Jun 30, 18

ASSETS

Current Assets

Checking/Savings

Checking - Wells Fargo 135,472.51

Savings - Wells fargo 606.47

Total Checking/Savings 136,078.98

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Receivable 6,494.44

Grants A/R

CDBG-DR 3 Reaches 2017-106 84,588.88

CDBG-DR 63rd Street 2017-107 78,737.03

CDBG-DR CAP Grant 2015-007 25,592.34

CDBG-DR Stewardship 2016-015 24,064.01

CDBG-Hinman 2018-104 213.50

CWCB Fund Grant 2017-843 1,576.91

Total Grants A/R 214,772.67

Total Accounts Receivable 221,267.11

Other Current Assets

Undeposited Funds 1,284.69

Total Other Current Assets 1,284.69

Total Current Assets 358,630.78
TOTAL ASSETS 358,630.78

LIABILITIES & EQUITY

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable

Accounts Payables 180,994.82

Total Accounts Payable 180,994.82

Other Current Liabilities

Payroll Liabilities

Federal Tax Withholding 1,164.78

Med Tax Withholding 495.54

Soc Sec Tax Withholding 2,118.86

State Tax Withholding 1,446.00

Suta Payable 158.34

Total Payroll Liabilities 5,383.52

Simple IRA  Payable 1,025.24

Total Other Current Liabilities 6,408.76

Total Current Liabilities 187,403.58

Total Liabilities 187,403.58

Equity

Opening Balance Equity 819.38

Unrestricted Net Assets 67,352.99

Net Income 103,054.83

Total Equity 171,227.20
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 1:32 PM
 07/07/18
 Accrual Basis

 Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group
 Balance Sheet
 As of June 30, 2018

Jun 30, 18
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 358,630.78
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BUILDING WATERSHED RESILIENCE
THROUGH ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

A guide for developing an adaptive management plan 
for flood restoration in Left Hand Creek Watershed

Produced by Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group in 
collaboration with Lynker Inc. Illustrations and book layout by 
LVBrown Studios LLC. Funding provided by Colorado Department 
of Local Affairs Community Development Block Grant - Disaster 
Recovery Resiliency Planning Program, June 2018.
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The September 2013 floods resulted in dramatic changes to Left Hand Creek 
Watershed, and throughout the Colorado Front Range. High peak flow, sediment 
inputs, and debris inputs caused the stream to migrate and experience deposition, 
erosion, and loss of riparian vegetation. Recovery efforts have included restoration 
projects aimed to increase flood resilience, restore long-term stream health and 
stability, and improve aquatic and riparian habitat. Now there is a need for a 
comprehensive framework to ensure that these projects are meeting their goals 
over time, and moving in a trajectory towards resilience.  

To address this need, Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group has selected 
adaptive management, an iterative approach for robust observation and 
decision making that aims to reduce the uncertainty in the face of dynamic 
ecosystem processes. As watersheds and ecosystems are dynamic, the outcomes 
of restoration projects will likely change over time. Adaptive management is the 
best way to track the trajectory of restoration efforts and select most effective 
continuing management strategies. 

Having led the implementation of more than ten restoration projects on Left 
Hand Creek, Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group has developed an adaptive 
management plan for post-project monitoring of geomorphic and biological 
conditions in Left Hand Creek Watershed that includes three key components: 

Background for Adaptive Management

Three Key Components:

1. Conceptualizing a trajectory for watershed resilience; 

2. Monitoring and assessing key watershed functions and 
comparing them to the trajectory; and 

3. Learning and adjusting based on assessments to make 
management decisions in the face of dynamic watershed 
processes. 

How You Can Use This Guide

This guide introduces the concept of adaptive 
management and describes how Lefthand Watershed 
Oversight Group developed an adaptive management 
plan for watershed resilience in Left Hand Creek 
Watershed. This guide was created as a resource for 
agencies, watershed groups, and others to use to 
develop their own management strategies.

Guide Contents
What is Adaptive Management?...........………………..3

Watershed Adaptive Management Steps................5

Conceptualizing Complex Systems …………………....7

Concept Model for Left Hand Creek Watershed....9

Monitoring and Assessment……………………………….17

Learning and Adjusting..…………………………………….21
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What is Adaptive Management?      

How is adaptive management different?      

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
TRAJECTORYAdaptive management is a process for informed decision-making in 

dynamic or uncertain environments to help guide projects towards 
their objectives. Simply put, it is learning by doing, and adjusting 
based on what is learned. 

Frequently used in natural systems, adaptive management 
begins with a hypothesis or conceptualization of how ecosystems 
work; choosing and implementing management decisions to 
achieve objectives; monitoring results and comparing them with 
expectations; and modifying management decisions to better 
achieve objectives through improved understanding.1 

 

A key aspect of adaptive management that sets it apart from other 
types of resource management is learning and adjusting. This is 
vital in dynamic systems where initial hypotheses may need to be 
revised following collection and analysis of data. While this may 
seem like a normal response to unpredicted changes over time, it is 
typically not included in traditional management plans. 

In contrast, adaptive management provides a framework for 
adjustments to be made to various aspects of a project after data is 
gathered and evaluated. Based on these results management actions 
may be modified, project goals updated, or the whole system may 
be re-conceptualized. In this way, the adaptive management cycle 
will continue guiding projects towards their goals through data-
informed decision making. 

The adaptive management process 
is cyclical and iterative because the 
results of monitoring and assessment 
are compared to a conceptual model 
and are used to adapt and learn, and 
improve how projects are done in the 
future. The following page describes 
each step in the cycle. 

As you start to develop your own 
adaptive management plan, remember 
that while some uncertainty can be 
reduced through adaptive management, 
it can never be eliminated.  Another flood 
or fire can impact a watershed at any 
time, altering the watershed’s trajectory 
and requiring a new or modified adaptive 
management approach.

Why Adaptively Manage Watershed Projects?

Working Towards the Future

Watersheds are subject to dynamic processes, including flood, fire, and 
human alteration, yet how these processes will play out in the future 
is unknown, especially in the face of a changing climate. As stated, 
Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group has implemented watershed 
restoration projects to improve watershed resiliency following the 2013 
floods. These projects were designed and implemented based on the 
best available information and understanding at the time. Yet, because 
watersheds are dynamic and always changing, future monitoring and 
assessment is critical to ensure that the projects continue to move in a 
trajectory towards resilience. Using an adaptive management approach 
is the best way to ensure the long term project effectiveness.

1 Franklin, Thomas, M., Helinski, Ronald, Manale, Andrew. 2007. Using Adaptive Management 
to meet Conservation Goals. The Wildlife Society Technical Review 07-1: 104-113.

Adaptive management is critical for the 
long-term success of watershed restoration 
efforts. As Left Hand Creek Watershed 
continues to evolve, monitoring and 
assessment sets up a framework for 
gauging how the watershed is responding 
to restoration actions, evaluating progress 
towards reaching restoration goals, and 
considering additional restoration or 
management actions if monitoring indicates 
issues or concerns.

Photo Credit: Jim Fields
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 u Analyze, synthesize, and evaluate data 
collected. 

 è Develop documents to report, assess, 
and communicate progress of watershed 
restoration efforts, comparing the results 
to the conceptual model.

Identify
        Project 

Mission
Iterate

1.

Develop
Model

2.

Design & 
Implement 

3.

Monitor

4.

Evaluate

5.

Adjust

 u  Use the results of the evaluation to 
adjust the management actions and 
learn how to implement projects 
better in the future.

 è Based on the evaluation, modify 
the conceptual model, management 
actions, or monitoring plan as needed 
to make forward progress towards 
desired future conditions. Share 
lessons learned with others so that 
they can better design and monitor 
similar projects. 

See pages 21 and 22 for details.

 u Develop conceptual model that applies 
scientific understanding to define desired future 
conditions. 

 è Create a model of watershed evolution through 
time that depicts changes to key watershed 
functions and the desired future conditions. 

See pages 7 through 10 for details.

 u Develop and implement a monitoring and 
assessment plan to test the effectiveness 
of management actions.

 è Implement a Monitoring and Assessment 
Framework identifying monitoring 
parameters, monitoring frequencies, 
performance standards, management 
triggers, and management actions. 

See pages 17 through 20 for details.

 u Identify the Project Mission.

 è Improve the overall quality, health, 
and long term resilience of the 
watershed following the 2013 floods.

Key to Adaptive Management Cycle 

 u Describes standard step of adaptive management 
cycle.

 è Describes Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group 
step of adaptive management cycle for watershed 
restoration.

65

Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group has implemented an adaptive 
management plan to track the trajectory of restoration efforts and 
select most effective continuing management strategies. Here we 
describe each step of the standard adaptive management cycle and 
explain how we implemented this in the context of our watershed 
restoration projects.  Agencies, watershed groups, and others 
can use and modify this approach to develop their own adaptive 
management plans.

Watershed Adaptive Management Steps

 u Design and implement management or 
restoration actions needed to achieve the 
desired results described in the conceptual 
model.  

 è Implement watershed restoration projects.

Design and Implement

Monitoring & Assessment

Develop Conceptual Model

Evaluate

Adjust

Start

Iterate & Continue the Cycle

3.

4.

5.

2.1.0.

Adaptive 
Management 

Cycle
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Conceptualizing Complex Systems 
Conceptual models are illustrative representations 
of causal relationships that can be used to show a 
simplified understanding of ecosystems, including 
assumptions about expected outcomes from actions 
such as restoration. They help users visually assess 
and discuss complex linkages between objectives 
and proposed management actions, and can 
illustrate project goals or desired outcomes. 

In planning our watershed restoration 
projects, Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group 
conceptualized the status of key watershed 
functions that are tied to watershed resilience 
in the past, present, and potential future of Left 
Hand Creek Watershed. 

The following page illustrates the complete 
conceptual model showing pre-flood, post-
flood, and potential future conditions in the 
context of adaptive management. On this page 
we highlight and explain key elements of the 
model.

Key Watershed Functions
Monitoring and assessment of key watershed functions 
is how we track our trajectory towards resilience and 
determine the parameters that are measured and the 
protocols that are used. Key watershed functions are 
identified with icons and described below: 

Flow Regime
The water including timing and 
quantity and its connection to the 
floodplain. 

Stream Form
The physical stream channel, including 
channel dimensions, gradient, and 
lateral and bank stability.

Sediment Regime
The sediment including bed 
structure, sources of erosion, and 
the movement of sediment through 
the stream. 

Ecological Community
The habitat and biological communities 
of the stream and the surrounding land. 
This includes water quality.

Adaptive Management Cycle

Pre-flood, Post-flood & Future

Restoration Projects 

Front Range Watershed Zones

Adaptive management is displayed as an ongoing cyclical process 
that occurs between the post-flood and future conditions that will 
change and evolve based on the results of monitoring and evaluation. 
The design and implementation step is tied directly to watershed 
restoration projects and the monitoring and assessment step is tied 
directly to the key watershed functions.  

The conceptual model moves forward in time from left to right 
reflecting how the watershed has responded to change and illustrating 
a trajectory for resilience. We show pre-flood and post-2013-flood 
conditions, along with one potential future watershed condition. As 
with any natural system, the future condition is only one potential 
trajectory of many possible trajectories and will be impacted by 
dynamic watershed processes. This potential future condition in the 
model exists about 30 years from the 2013 floods.

Restoration projects were implemented to reduce future flood risks, 
stabilize the streambed and banks, restore the ecological health of 
the watershed, and improve the health and safety for landowners 
living along Left Hand Creek and its tributaries. These projects 
were designed and implemented following the flood based on 
recommendations from the 2014 Left Hand Creek Watershed Master 
Plan.

The stream is tightly confined 
by bedrock valleys with little 
available space except in 
floodplain pockets. River 
paralleled by roads and rural 
residential development.

The stream is partly confined 
with a wandering channel 
traveling over highly 
depositional material . Transition 
from canyons to high plains 
where the stream carves 
through alluvial fan sediment 
deposits. 

The stream is typically 
unconfined with adjacent 
floodplain, or entrenched with 
residential and agricultural land 
uses. Channel is single-thread 
and straightened in some 
areas by human alteration and 
development.

Front Range 
Watershed Zones   

The watershed zones in the conceptual model 
are aligned from top to bottom, mimicking their 
natural placement in the watershed.

On the following page...

The conceptualized status of Left Hand Creek Watershed is shown on nine drawn panels arranged by 
watershed zone and time.  The adaptive management cycle is drawn between the post-flood and potential 
future scenarios, indicating that adaptive management began after the 2013 flood.  Restoration goals are 
presented in the potential future panels. Key watershed functions tie directly to the monitoring step of the 
adaptive management cycle, indicating that these parameters are measured to track the trajectory of the 
restoration efforts.

KEY ELEMENTS OF MODEL
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Pre-Flood:    Stream is located in headwater or confined valley, 
frequently adjacent to roads and homes. Stream is in 
quasi-equilibrium state and typically has higher transport 
and stream power.

Post-Flood: Significant damage with new flow paths, debris flows, 
large sediment deposition.

Future:      A wider stream corridor for stream movement. Rip-rap is 
replaced with natural solutions like large wood, providing 
structure and improvement of riparian habitat.

Pre-Flood:   Partly confined stream with moderate channel grade and 
low sinuosity. Homes adjacent to stream bank and in the 
floodplain. Stream has moderate channel grade and low 
sinuosity. 

Post-Flood:  Stream migrated significantly and deposited large 
amounts of sediment. 

Future:      Floodplain is free of major development allowing normal 
riparian habitat development with secondary channels 
used to help transport future high flows. 

Pre-Flood:   Low grade stream is typically unconfined with adjacent 
floodplain or entrenched with adjacent houses and 
agricultural land. Stream is single thread and straightened 
in some areas, and bridges are common. 

Post-Flood:  Stream exceeded channel capacity, damaging roads and 
depositing trash and other debris.

Future:     Additional room for the stream and channel capacity. 
Invasive crack willows are removed and normal channel 
evolution occurs with bars, riffles, and pools.

PRE-FLOODWATERSHED ZONE STREAM DESCRIPTION POST-FLOOD POTENTIAL FUTURE

flow 
regime

Conceptual Model for Left Hand Creek Watershed
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Concept Model - CANYONS
1211

Flow regime within normal conditions. James Creek 
receives augmented flow from a trans-basin diversion. 
Flows in Left Hand Creek are modified by the operation 
of an upstream reservoir.

1000-year precipitation event produced destructive 
flooding. Damage to homes, roads, bridges and 
culverts from flooding along stream corridor. High flows 
reconnected the stream to its floodplain. 

The stream has a steeper grade with step-pool bed 
morphology. The channel is typically single-thread. 
Infrastructure such as buildings and roads in the floodway 
and adjacent to the stream contributed to an un-resilient 
system. Rip-rap along the stream bank is commonly used 
to provide enhanced bank stability.

New channel formation from avulsion. Stream segments 
with multi-thread channels are common. Significant 
changes to the channel gradient disrupted stream energy 
gradients. Bed morphology (step-pool sequences) have 
been disrupted. Woody debris is present in the channel 
after the flood.

Normal sediment transport conditions exist. Sources of 
erosion from the watershed increase with wildfires and 
other disturbances in the watershed. 

Debris flows in some areas delivered large sediment 
supply to the stream. Eroded hillslopes contributed to 
increased sediment load. Large amounts of sediment 
and debris in the channel. 

Heavy vegetation encroachment within the channel 
reduces channel capacity. Natural woody debris absent 
from the channel. Armoring in bed provides positive 
water quality conditions (low turbidity), which was 
distinct from local mine tailings water quality issues. 

Riparian habitat is damaged with trees and shrubs 
uprooted. Water quality conditions generally worse than 
pre-flood due to exposed sediment and pulses from 
mine tailings. Macroinvertebrate and fish community 
likely damaged from high flows, scour, and avulsion.

Pre-Flood Post-Flood

Roads repaired or rebuilt. New bridges or culverts 
installed. Some homes in the floodplain accepted buyouts, 
some homes repaired. New awareness in the community 
of the stream’s connection with the true floodplain. 

New channel configuration provides floodplain connectivity 
during medium (2, 5-yr events) and high flow events (10, 
50-year events). Flood hazards within the floodplain have 
been eliminated. Bridges and culverts are appropriately-
sized. 

Bank stabilization work completed, often in tandem 
with road repairs. Drop structures added where stream 
gradients were too steep. Projects typically emphasized 
energy dissipation over resilient stream practices. Lateral 
stability improved via earthwork and bank stabilization 
projects using “hard” and “soft” engineering methods. 

Normal channel movement is okay and the stream has 
space to change naturally. Stream is connected with 
secondary channels for increased capacity during high 
flows. No abrupt changes in channel grade to cause 
erosion. Step-pool sequences used to dissipate stream 
energy. 

Sediment transport continues to be out of equilibrium, 
with larger sediment volumes than stream transport 
capacity. Upland sources of sediment have stabilized. 
Bank erosion has subsided due to bank stabilization 
projects. 

The stream is able to transport sediment normally. Stream 
banks are vegetated and stabilized, allowing normal 
amounts of erosion. No unusual sources of sediment from 
the watershed.

New vegetation planted as a part of bank stabilization 
work to reduce bank erosion. Woody debris removed 
from channel during emergency efforts after the flood, 
which in some cases degraded instream conditions. Water 
quality conditions improved since the flood as suspended 
sediment loads have reduced. Ecological community 
slowly returning to new habitat.

Riparian vegetation is diverse and robust with native species 
providing complex habitat. Vegetation encroachment 
is not an issue. Large wood is present and improves in-
stream health. Water quality supports thriving ecosystem 
with good fish population and macroinvertebrate diversity. 
Large, continuous sections of stream provide diverse and 
robust fish habitat. Fish passage is not inhibited by large 
drop structures or elevated culverts.

Potential FutureRestoration

Photo Credit: Rae Brownsberger
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The stream is disconnected from the floodplain. Flood 
vulnerability existed along channel limiting stream 
resilience.

The stream swelled beyond its banks to the surrounding 
floodplain, transforming the active stream corridor. 
Damage from flooding along stream corridor. 

Stream channel is incised or entrenched in some 
locations. Streambed exhibits typical pool-riffle 
sequences with some step-pools. Channel may have 
islands or side channels.

Significant changes to the channel gradient disrupted 
stream energy gradients (stream profile). New flow 
paths (lateral migration) have damaged private property. 
Channel dimensions have dramatically changed from 
sedimentation. Instream features (riffles and pools) 
disrupted or destroyed by sediment and debris. 

Above average sediment loading may occur from 
adjacent agricultural land uses and poor bank 
conditions. Sediment is being transported normally in 
most locations, subject to diversion structures and other 
instream constraints.

Significant amounts of sediment from the upper 
watershed has deposited along the stream and 
floodplain. Sediment transport is not in equilibrium due 
to large disruptive event.

Thick vegetation growth is present along some areas of 
the channel including non-native crack willow. Riparian 
corridor includes non-native vegetation such as lawns 
and cultivated spaces. Armoring in bed provided positive 
water quality conditions. 

Riparian zone includes felled trees, shrubs, and disruption of 
underlying foundation. Water quality conditions generally   
worse than pre-flood due to poor vegetation conditions 
and excessive sediment. Macroinvertebrate community 
likely damaged from high flows and sedimentation causing 
new channel form. More woody debris in the channel after 
the flood.

Pre-Flood Post-Flood

Normal flow regime provides a diversity of flows and high 
flow events (10-yr, 50-yr), which helps to keep the stream 
connected to the floodplain. Flood hazards are eliminated 
from within the floodplain. Bridges and culverts are right-
sized; structures are out of the floodplain.

Normal channel movement is okay and the stream has 
space to change naturally. Stream is connected with 
secondary channels for high flow capacity and movement 
during high flow events. No abrupt changes in channel 
grade to cause erosion. Pool-riffle sequences used to 
dissipate stream energy. A low flow channel provides 
adequate depth and increase flow diversity .  

Flow is transporting sediment normally through the stream 
channel. Formation and movement of bars is normal. No 
accumulation of fine sediment. Sediment movement is not 
restricted by dams or b ridges.

Ecological community is thriving. Stream corridor approach 
is utilized providing wide riparian zone (buffer) adjacent to 
channel with diverse and native vegetation. Good instream 
habitat conditions exist with pool-riffle sequencing, 
woody debris, and shade. Water quality supports thriving 
ecosystem with healthy fish and macroinvertebrate 
populations.

Restoration

Flow regime has returned to normal and stream 
continues to be disconnected from its floodplain in 
many places. Roads restored or replaced. Dredging 
completed around bridges to restore flow capacity. 
Bridges replaced as needed. 

Stream bank stabilization work completed. Hard and 
soft engineering solutions implemented for bank 
(lateral) stability. New stream alignment accepted in 
some places. Channel realigned to pre-flood channel 
most places. Drop structures (pool-riffles) added to 
restore stream gradient. 

Sediment regime improved as a function of stream form 
improvement. Upstream debris traps implemented to 
prevent future mass wasting. Bank erosion controlled 
via stream restoration. Sediment transport continues 
to be out of equilibrium, with larger sediment volumes 
than stream transport capacity. 

New vegetation planted during bank stabilization 
work. Riffle sequences added to improve instream 
habitat. Woody debris removed from channel during 
emergency efforts post-flood, which in some cases 
degraded instream conditions. Note that a “messy” 
stream is okay and helps provide diverse habitat for 
ecological community.

Potential Future

Concept Model - ALLUVIAL FAN

Photo Credit: Meg Parker
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Stream is frequently cutoff from the floodplain due to 
adjacent cultivation and use of the floodplain areas. 
Channel tightly constricted in urban areas and at certain 
bridges. 

Channel is incised and straightened in some locations. 
Streambed has pool-riffle sequences transitioning to 
sand. Stream banks have armoring (riprap) in some 
locations to prevent lateral movement.

Sediment transport is disrupted at diversion structures. 
Localized sources of erosion and sediment from stream 
banks and land uses.

Lawns and agriculture are present adjacent to stream 
channel, interspersed with natural riparian vegetation. In 
some areas, the channel is filled with heavy vegetation 
(non- native crack willow). Water quality is variable based 
on surrounding nonpoint sources. Cattle have access 
to the stream is some places degrading water quality. 
Diversion structures are present along the stream, likely 
restricting fish passage. 

Large flood event caused widespread inundation of the 
floodplain. The stream exceeded its banks and extended 
to the surrounding floodplain causing damage to private 
property as well as roads, bridges and multi-use paths. 

The stream avulsed to create new flow paths. Sediment 
and debris disrupted or destroyed instream form (riffle 
features). Sediment deposits altered channel hydraulics 
(cross-section and gradient). Lateral instability during the 
flood caused excessive bank erosion.

Large amounts of sediment delivered from the upper 
watershed caused a sediment imbalance. Sediment 
transport is not in equilibrium due to large disruptive 
event. Trash and debris mobilized within the stream 
channel.

The stream has felled trees adjacent to its banks. More 
woody debris exists in the channel after the flood. 
Vegetation within the riparian zone is disrupted, initiating 
large event-based changes in riparian habitat. Water quality 
condition is worse than pre-flood due to elevated turbidity, 
suspended sediment, and poor vegetation conditions. 
Macroinvertebrate community is likely damaged from high 
flows and sedimentation. 

Pre-Flood Post-Flood

The stream is connected to the floodplain providing a 
thriving riparian zone during all flows. Increased bridge 
capacity allows for a compound channel. Floodplain 
culverts provide access to the floodplain during high flows. 
Flood vulnerability reduced. 

The channel is no longer incised and disconnected from 
the floodplain. A functional low flow channel provides 
habitat during all flow conditions. Normal stream gradient 
allows formation of pools, riffles and glides. Channel has 
been stabilized (when needed) using offset riprap and 
large wood used instead of riprap and concrete. The 
stream has normal sinuosity and room to move within the 
active stream channel. 

Sediment transport conditions have returned to normal. 
Normal watershed and bank erosion contribute sediment 
to the channel. Stream has the capacity to move sediment 
load downstream.

A wide riparian buffer supports  healthy and complex 
wildlife habitat, and diverse instream habitat (riffles, 
wood, overhanging vegetation) provide for fish and 
macroinvertebrates. Fencing prohibit/limit cattle access 
to the stream. Water quality improves from habitat 
improvements. Fish passage is not obstructed by large 
drop structures or elevated culverts.

The flood highlighted the loss of connection between 
the stream and the floodplain. Roads restored or 
replaced. Dredging completed around bridges to restore 
flow capacity. Bridges replaced as needed. 

Restoration projects focused on bank restoration (lateral 
stability) and adjusting the stream grade (vertical 
stability) via drop structures (riffle sequences). Channel 
cross-section restored / improved to restore the stream’s 
hydraulic capacity. Secondary channels allow for the 
transport of high flow.
 
Upper watershed no longer delivering large sediment 
loads. Sediment from bank erosion is returning to 
normal due to restoration project. Stream is working to 
return to equilibrium conditions for sediment transport.  

New vegetation planted as part of bank stabilization, 
which has helped to improve water quality. Instream 
stream features restored. Trees and large wood removed 
from the stream which in some cases degraded instream 
conditions. Restored habitat includes planting native 
plant species and removing invasive or non-native 
habitat.

Restoration Potential Future

Concept Model - HIGH PLAINS

Photo Credit: Glenn Patterson
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Monitoring and Assessment

A robust framework for monitoring and assessment that 
is directly tied to project goals identified in the conceptual 
model is essential for a successful adaptive management 
project. This stage of the adaptive management 
cycle provides the data necessary for evaluating the 
effectiveness of planning and management decisions in 
the past while also providing the necessary information 
to drive decisions for the future. In this way, monitoring 
and assessment is the best way to evaluate recovery 
efforts and identify the most effective future management 
strategies in dynamic ecosystems. 

The monitoring and assessment framework was 
developed for tracking the watershed’s trajectory 
towards resilience by measuring parameters associated 
with key watershed functions. The framework was 
developed through discussion and collaborative planning 
by a diverse team of subject experts and stakeholders as 
a resource for agencies, watershed groups, and others to 
use to monitor and assess their own restoration projects. 

The complete framework is too large to provide within 
this guide. Instead, an abbreviated table is included on 
the next page, providing an example for each of the four 
watershed functions. The adjacent key explains each 
column of the table.

MONITORING & ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK KEY

Watershed Function: Large scale ecosystem properties and 
processes which influence watershed health and resilience. 
We have used four: Flow Regime, Stream Form, Sediment 
Regime and Ecological Community.

Category: Smaller scale ecosystem properties and processes 
which influence watershed health and resilience, and tie 
directly to specific watershed functions.

Monitoring Parameter: Specific aspects of the watershed 
function which will be directly monitored and assessed. 

Description: Brief explanation of the monitoring category 
and parameter, and what information the measurement will 
provide. 

Location: The number of recommended monitoring locations.

Performance Standard: The metric or guidance that dictates 
normal operation of the monitoring parameter. This may include 
general trends, scales (e.g., 1-10), or ideal values (e.g., >0.8). 

Management Trigger: The result or value (collected from 
monitoring) that will cause a management action, or a change in 
normal procedures. When monitoring is conducted parameters 
outside of the “normal” range may trigger a response. A larger 
deviation from normal may trigger further management 
responses.

Suggested Management Actions: Typical actions or 
techniques that can be implemented in response to the findings 
from monitoring or when management actions are triggered. This 
fits in the “adjust” step of the adaptive management cycle, where 
further action is based on evaluations from data collection.

Monitoring Personnel: The level of effort for monitoring 
in the field can vary dramatically, from requiring scientific 
or engineering expertise to community-based monitoring. 
The monitoring personnel is divided into three categories: 

1. Community: requires the least amount of 
experience

2. Technical: requires some technical subject 
matter knowledge

3. Professional: requires advanced subject 
matter knowledge 

Monitoring Frequency: The frequency with which 
monitoring is recommended to be conducted.

Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group is also 
developing protocols associated with the framework. 
A complete copy of the framework, associated 
protocols, and technical team involved in the project 
is available on our website www.lwog.org.

The monitoring and assessment framework 
is a living document that is updated and 
modified as new information becomes 
available. This framework should be tied 
directly to the project goals identified in the 
conceptual model. This is a critical part of the 
adaptive management process or learning by 
doing.

Photo Credit: Meg Parker
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Example 
Restoration 

Question
Monitoring 
Parameter

Watershed 
Function

Category Description Location

Is the regime flow 
normal, and does 
it provide the 
necessary low and 
high flows?

Are structural 
elements from 
restoration intact?

Are there large 
sources of sediment 
coming from banks?

Does the stream 
provide diverse 
habitat to support 
aquatic life?

Stream stage 
and flow

Flow regime

Photo 
monitoring 
of installed 
structures

In-stream 
structure

Visual bank 
assessment

Sediment 
from banks

Count of 
habitat 
features for 
fish or macro-
invertebrates

In-stream 
habitat

Characterization 
of the timing and 
magnitude of flows

Confirmation that 
stabilizing structures 
are in place

Evaluate whether 
sediment derived from 
bank erosion is adding 
to the total sediment 
load of the stream

Assess the quality and 
quantity of in-stream 
habitat

Monitoring 
Frequency

Automated 
continuous

Annual

Annual

Annual

Several locations to 
represent longitudinal 
variation in flow 
from upstream to 
downstream

At selected structures 
in each project reach

Cross sections and 
throughout study 
reaches

At multiple 
assessment reaches 
per stream.

Performance Standard Management 
Trigger

Suggested 
Management Actions

Monitoring 
Personnel

Flow augmentation 
and/or active 
management of 
encroaching vegetation

Repair or remove 
instream structure; 
remove debris; and/
or reduce scour or 
deposition at structure

Increase riparian 
vegetation; install 
livestock fencing; bank 
stabilization projects; 
inspect upstream sources 
of instability; and/or add 
instream structures to 
dissipate energy

Install instream 
structures and habitat 
features; revegetate; 
increase instream habitat; 
stabilize banks; and/or 
add side channel habitat.

Low flows are sufficient to 
support fish passage, overbank 
flows are sufficient to support 
floodplain vegetation, and/
or flushing flows occur with 
enough frequency that 
encroachment of vegetation is 
not occurring

No movement or migration, 
no missing elements, and no 
excessive scour or deposition

Channel banks in normal 
or stable condition with 
vegetation and little bare soil

Counts of habitat features > 7

Significant dry up points, 
vegetation encroaches 
into channel, hydrograph 
too flashy

Damage, collapse, 
migration (>1 ft), bank 
side erosion; accelerated 
weathering, scour 
or displacement; or 
significant unexpected 
changes and large cracks

Significant or excessive 
erosion

Counts of habitat 
features <5

(2)
Technical

(1)
Community

(1)
Community

(1)
Community

Monitoring and Assessment Framework
20
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Monitoring & Assessment Framework 

Category:  Floodplain Connectivity

Monitoring Parameter: Surveyed long profile and cross 
sections across the channel and floodplain

Management Trigger:  Found excessive incision with banks 
too high to allow two-year flows to spill into the floodplain

Management Actions:  Install structures and/or wood 
material along banks to dissipate energy, reintroduce sinuosity 
and/or, restructure channel floodplain to provide better 
connection between channel and floodplain.

Learning & adjusting our strategy when we 
get unexpected results

Assessment of the surveyed cross section indicates that 1-yr or 2-yr 
flow events should spill into the floodplain, but observations reveal 
a lack of floodplain inundation, even following significant high-flow 
events, and a lack of riparian species adapted to periodic inundation. 
This situation could indicate that the model-derived estimate of 
bankfull flow is too high and/or the cross-sectional area of the 
channel is too large, and incision has disconnected the channel from 
it’s floodplain. 

In this case we would need to revise our monitoring strategy to 
put greater emphasis on observations of floodplain inundation, 
floodplain species distribution and channel bank condition. We 
would also need to review our 1-yr or 2-yr flow estimates. If the 
difference between flow estimates is significant, we might need to 
restructure the channel to provide for greater floodplain area.

Learning & adjusting our strategy when we 
get unexpected results

Instream structures such as root wads remain in place with 
no evidence of migration or degradation, yet the bank to 
be protected nonetheless shows signs of significant erosion 
and instability.  This might indicate that the structures were 
installed improperly, such as being installed too high or too low 
on the bank, or that the installed structures are insufficient for 
dissapating energy reducing erosion in this stream.

In this case we might alter our monitoring program to put more 
emphasis on the field inspection, to ascertain whether the 
structure is properly installed and performing as intended, or 
whether more or different types of isntallations would be more 
effective as bank protection for this site.

Restoration Question Example #1:

Are the channel and floodplain connected sufficiently so that 
inundation of the floodplain occurs approximately every two years?

Restoration Question Example #2:

Are instream structures such as riffles, vanes, and root wads 
dissipating excess stream energy and providing variety in aquatic 
habitat?

21 22

Learning & Adjusting

Continuing the Adaptive Management Cycle

A core value of adaptive management is learning and 
adjusting as a project evolves and new information is 
gathered and evaluated. As stated, this is especially 
important when management decisions must 
be made despite uncertainty. As monitoring and 
assessment data is collected and new information is 
learned, our understanding of systems may change or 
unexpected events may occur, requiring adjustments 
to our management strategies and even overall goals. 
Therefore, evaluation is critical for adaptive management 
to be effective. Here we provide a condensed example 
of how monitoring and assessment leads to learning 
and adjusting when unexpected results are identified 
through evaluation. 

Learning and adjusting leads to continual improvement of the 
knowledge used to make future decisions. By documenting 
and sharing this process, we help improve our ability to 
make management decisions, resulting in faster and more 
efficient achievement of goals and objectives. Documenting 
the process and results also provides an important measure 
of accountability by showing whether or not project goals 
and objectives are realized. And most importantly, this helps 
inform the broader conversation about improving watershed 
restoration practices by learning from our mistakes and 
successes, and continuing the cycle of adaptive management.

Photo Credit: Jessie Olson

Photo Credit: Meg Parker

Monitoring & Assessment Framework 

Category:  Instream Structures

Monitoring Parameter:   Photo monitoring, cross sections, 
longitudinal profiles, field inspection

Management Trigger:  Excessive degradation or migration 
of instream structures over time. 

Management Actions:  Repair, replace, or remove instream 
structures, take other actions such as channel restructuring to 
stabilize banks, dissipate energy, and provide varied aquatic 
habitat
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Project Survey Results: 2017 EWP Projects 

Survey Results 
Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group recently completed a series of surveys and conversations 

with landowners and team members following the conclusion of ten Colorado Emergency Watershed 
Protection (EWP) Program projects on 64 private properties. LWOG conducted a formal landowner 
survey in the winter of 2017, and participated in a day-long discussion with design and funder teams in 
June, 2018. Below, we provide results of graphs of the basic and supplemental surveys, include a 
summary of written responses to the basic survey questions, and a discussion of what we learned from 
the surveys. 

Landowner Survey Results 

With a landowner survey response rate of 45% (table 1), responses to scored questions indicate that the 
majority of respondents were very satisfied with the project results and process as demonstrated by the 
numerous “strongly agree” responses to survey questions (Figures 1 and 2). While most questions 
showed a strong trend in responses towards “strongly agree,” two questions showed a more even split 
between “somewhat agree” and “strongly agree” responses. Both the basic and supplemental surveys 
indicate that the end result of the project may have only somewhat met landowner’s expectations, and 
that the scope and project expectations may have been only somewhat clearly presented at the 
beginning of the project (Figures 1 and 2). 

Table 1. Landowner survey response rate 
Project Total Participants Actual Response Response Rate 

41st 11 5 45% 
63rd 16 6 38% 
73rd 2 1 50% 
Haystack 2 1 50% 
81st 7 2 29% 
Ranch 4 3 75% 
Streamcrest 17 7 41% 
Upper 4 3 75% 
Total 64 29 45% 

Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074 
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Figure 1. Landowner basic survey results  

 

Figure 2. Landowner supplemental survey results  

 

In regard to written comments, responses indicate that private property owners would like 
LWOG to continue consistent, regular communication to landowners, emphasizing the positive 
collaboration between landowners, LWOG staff and the contractor team. Some landowners also 
appreciated the presentation of realistic expectations and that we learned from previous mistakes and 
applied it carefully on future projects.  

Some respondents also felt clear and consistent communication by LWOG staff could be 
improved. In particular, some respondents suggested that LWOG needs to make sure we are 
accommodating meetings in a way that allows everyone to be able to attend and get their voices heard. 
Suggestions include holding meetings in the evenings, offering individual meetings instead of group 
meetings, taking detailed notes and posting all meeting notes following meetings. Additional comments 
emphasize the need to present conceptual-level designs, rather than engineering (CAD) drawings to 
ensure landowner comprehension. Comments also indicate that reestablishing communication at each 
stage of the project is important to ensure landowner comments are incorporated at each stage, and 
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everyone has a shared understanding of the project expectations. Another respondent suggested that 
outreach and communication could extend into the larger community outside of project boundaries, to 
keep everyone that is interested informed in the project.  

Funder/Contractor Survey Results: 

As part of the Emergency Watershed Protection (EWP) Program lesson’s learned process, we asked 
funders and the design team a series of questions to find out what worked well, and what could be 
improved in LWOG’s process. From this effort, we learned that funders and the design team felt LWOG 
staff could have taken a more direct approach to landowner issues and communication and did not need 
to involve the design team as frequently. We also learned that the design teams preferred to hold 
landowner meetings early in the morning or in the afternoon/evening so as to not disrupt the 
construction process.  

In regard to things that worked well, the funder and design teams felt communication was open and 
honest at all times and team roles and responsibilities were well understood. Funders also appreciated 
that we were respectful of funders time and only asked complex questions and saved the easy ones for 
figuring out ourselves or asking other coalitions and partners. Funders also mentioned that they 
appreciated positive partnerships LWOG leveraged from other entities such as the county and would 
encourage continued future partnership. For future funding pursuits, funders emphasized that 
continuing to leverage funds from both private and public entities as a cost share would be especially 
valuable. Funders also saw a future opportunity for LWOG to learn and grow by participating in a cross-
watershed collaboration to learn from other coalitions and share expertise. 

Discussion on results: 

The feedback provided by funders, the design team, and landowners allowed LWOG staff to reflect on 
many lessons learned and ways to improve our project process in the future. In regard to funder 
comments, we will continue to leverage partnerships and private and public funding for future pursuits 
and will continue looking for opportunities to pursue cross-watershed partnerships.  

One of the primary lessons learned from this process was that LWOG can do a better job of defining and 
describing the stakeholder process to all parties involved. This lesson led to the development of a new 
communication protocol, which better defines the team member roles and responsibilities, the project 
phases, and when landowner input is requested. In addition, for all new projects, meeting notes are now 
posted on our website, comments (and comment responses) are tracked cumulatively throughout the 
project. Further, conceptual design drawings (and CAD drawings if desired) are presented to landowners 
to ensure landowners are able to have a better understanding and expectation of the expected project 
outcomes. A full summary of changes made to our outreach process and protocols includes: 

• Developing and improving upon the project communication protocol for all team members; 

• Better defining the project goals, expectations, roles and responsibilities of all team members at 
the beginning of the project and then reinforce this throughout;  
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• Better defining the opportunities and key deadlines for landowner input and decision to 
participate (or not);  

• Emphasizing a reach-wide neighborhood approach, where the goal of the project is to get the 
entire neighborhood/reach on board with one cohesive plan, and project goals are collectively 
formulated as a neighborhood and team; 

• Emphasizing the role of the design team to understand and defend the project design when 
appropriate and make sound recommendations as to when field fitting or design changes are 
recommended or not, while also emphasizing the role of LWOG staff to filter all comments prior 
to bringing to the design team; 

• Making sure landowners understand constraints with grant funding, and that they do not feel 
that participation is forced. We understand that these projects will not be a good fit for 
everyone; 

• Providing weekly updates during construction, post all communication on our website, and 
open weekly meetings to landowners as they are interested; 

• Utilizing a more explicit landowner sign off process for each phase of the project (1) design, (2) 
construction, and (3) final construction (tree removal and grading limits). Emphasize that after 
landowner signoff, the design engineer is the one signing off on what is installed/constructed. 
Landowners and contractors can weigh in throughout the construction process, but the design 
team is the one that leads and “signs off” on the field fitting and on-site adjustments.  

• Providing opportunities for both group and individual meetings;  

• Documenting all meeting minutes, comments on the design, and response to comments in a 
public forum (website); 

• Communicating expected meeting schedule including gaps in meetings/communication while 
permit applications are underway; 

• Utilizing non-CAD based drawings for initial design concept drawings such that the project is 
more easily understood by a layperson; 
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